
Personalized mom jewelry-bracelets with charms for women 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In many aspects, charm bracelet is not only a piece 

of decorative ornament, but also an ideal keepsake 

for girls and women of all ages. The bracelets with 

charms for women can be especially significant 

when commemorating a vocation or event. Hence, 

the steps below will help you create your own 

personalized mom jewelry. 

 

 

Things will need for personalized mom jewelry: 

 

 

 Vivid-colored  Round Glass Bead

 Drop Glass Bead 

  Elastic Cord

 Headpin 

 Round Nose Plier 

 Side Cutting Plier 

 

 

Steps on bracelets with charms for women: 

 

 

 

Step1: make the decorative drop bead 

pendant 

Slide the drop glass bead onto matching headpin.  

Loop at the location close to the bead top. Wrap the 

excess pin tail around the neck. 

 

 

 

 

Spring is finally here and will the Mother’s Day still be far behind? It is time to get some vigorous bracelets 

with charms for women that you care actually. I’ve got an easy spring-themed personalized mom jewelry 

that you can make in about 30 minutes. 

 

http://www.pandahall.com/beads/wholesale-Normal-Glass/0-209-1.html?pcount=1&p1=225
http://www.pandahall.com/beads/wholesale-Elastic-Cord/0-57-1.html


 

 

 

 

 

 Step3: make a closure

Tie a surgical knot with two cord ends. 

 

 

 

Every charm bracelet is individual and highly-customizable. The options for building bracelets with 

charms for women are always endless and boundless. Just collect your charms and design one 

such piece as personalized mom jewelry gift. That may be suitable for any style and outfit types.  

 

 

 

Searching for more types of thread and cord please click: 

http://www.pandahall.com/wholesale-Thread-Cord/54.html 

Change the combination of other bead for the 

dangling charms. 

 

Step2: string all elements 

Cut a long elastic cord, then thread on the 

well-prepared beads and charms on the cord 

one after one. 

 

Pull the cords tautly and then tuck the knot at 

adjacent 3 or 4 beads. Trim off the extra cord 

part and this is your personalized mom 

jewelry. 

http://www.pandahall.com/wholesale-Thread-Cord/54.html

